The Workgroup TED-style TALKS:
Learn what the Workgroups do and how they are working for you!

Moderator: Michael Wurzer
President, CEO FBS, Creators of Flex MLS
Re-cap of DD1.6

What the future of DD1.7 holds?
Internet Tracking Workgroup

Chris Lambrou-
Chief Information Officer, Metro MLS
"When you two have finished arguing your opinions, I actually have data!"
Internet Tracking WG

TOTALS
- 42 Fields
- 69 Enumerations
IDX Payload
Why should you care about this payload?
- MLS Vendor
- MLS
- Broker
Payloads WG

Status

What’s Next

ARE YOU READY?
PUID Workgroup

Mark Bessett
Enterprise Architect,
California Regional Multiple Listing Service Inc.
**Objective:**

Common Property Reference System enabling industry integration

- Standards-driven
- Reference Identifier
- Simple as possible

**MISSION:**

POSSIBLE
Property Unique Identifier WG

Status:

- Proposed a model, researched its viability
- Completed a draft specification, currently in review
- Built some tools, APIs and demos
- Exploring implementation models
- Exploring application to other countries
Greg Moore

VP-Technical Systems, Regional Multiple Listing Service
Research & Development Workgroup
Shaping the standard
Greg Moore - VP Technical Systems RMLS

Greg began his Real Estate technology career in 1986 at the Santa Barbara Board of REALTORS and Multiple Listing Service to install and manage an in-house MLS system. After 6-years he moved on to East Bay Regional Data (EBRD) for 7-years to manage operations and technology for a 10,000 member, 6-MLS regional. He then spent 2-years with HomeSeekers.com developing and deploying one of the first Internet-based MLS systems.

Greg has been at RMLS for over 15 years. As Vice President of Technical Systems, he provides leadership and general oversight of RMLS’ technological goals and activities. He facilitates the technical requirements for data processing, hardware services, network communications, and management information services to accomplish the company’s goals and objectives.

Greg’s exciting and fulfilling personal life ironically takes place in Boring, Oregon with his wife of 25-years.
R&D Workgroup

R&D isn’t trying to tame the beast (standard), we’re charged with gathering issues and enhancement requests. We then work through defining a business case for those that the group agrees are appropriate for the standard and normally pass them forward to a workgroup for implementation. We’ve also taken up defining best practices where the issue is implementation of the standards.

I prepare slides and try to make the meeting very interactive. I often “preach” that diversity is the thing that makes the best standards and participation is easy; I ask participants monitor the Confluence chatter and comment freely. I let them know I’m happy to take comments forward to the workgroup calls if they can’t attend. I’m also fortunate to often have an issue with a presenter to engage the group along with some vested participants from MLSs, Vendors and a few Brokers.
Transport Workgroup

Scott Petronis
Chief Product & Technology Officer, eXp Realty

Paul Stusiak
President and Owner of Falcon, Technologies
Objective

- Define the way data is sent from a source to a consumer.
- Uses Odata V4.01, an external standard as the base
- Define constraints and adaptations to Odata to serve Real Estate data
Transport WG

Work products

● Reference documents to provide RESO members guidelines for implementation
● Recommendations to other workgroups on Odata behaviour
● Recommendations to Odata to improve Odata standard
Meetings

- Regular monthly teleconference calls
- Meet during RESO Spring/Fall conferences
- Occasional additional in-person meetings
Transport WG

Status

- V 1.0.3 ready for RESO Board submission
  - Search functionality
- V 1.1.0 in progress
  - Basic add/edit functionality
  - Request for comment March 2018
THANK YOU EVERYONE